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1. Introduction. Let X be a Banach space with the norm de-
noted by [. and let C be a subset o X. A one-parameter family

{Tt 0 ; + c} o:f (nonlinear) operators o C into itsel is called a semi-
group on C if it satisfies the following conditions"

( To--I[c (the identity mapping restricted to C) and Tt+s--TtTs
for t, s_0

(ii) For each fixed x e C, Tx is strongly continuous in t >_ 0.
A (possibly) multiple-v ueu operator A (with the domain D(A)

and the range R(A)) in X is said to be a D-ofaof (in the terminology
of Chambers and 0haru [I]) if it satisfies the following condition"

(D) There exists a non-negative function w-w(f) on (0, +c)
such that A IBm-- w(r)I is dissipative for each f> 0 where B-- {x e X

The purpose of this paper is to give a sufficient condition in order
that a D-operator A in X generate a semi-group on D(A) and show some
examples. The condition is a modified version of that in [1].

The author wishes to express his hearty thanks to Professor S.
Oharu for his stimulating suggestion.

2. Generation of semi-groups. Our theorem reads"
Theorem 1. We assume that A is a D-operator in X and that

there exists a positive function p-p(r, T) on (0, + c) (0, + c) saris-
fying the following condition (S) for each sufficiently large integer
n 2Tw(p(r, T))"

(Sn) The system of equations"

x1)-2Axe" x, x)-2Ax() xl), ., xn)-2Axn) x-’,
has a solution {x’, xl), ., x)}, where each x) belongs to B,(r.r) D(A),
for every x e Br D(A) and e (0, T/n]. 2) Then
(2,1) exp (tA).x-lim{I--(t/n)A Z,(r.r)}-nX, O<t<T, x e BD(A),

exists in X for each r, T O, and {exp (tA) 0

_
t + c} is a semi-group

1) For the notion of multiple-valued operator, we refer to Kato [5], 2.
2) Since 0<2<o(p(r, T))-1, one can write that x)=(I-2AIB"(r,T))-x, x

--(I--A [Bp(r,T))-2, ,Xn) =(I--2A [Bp(r,T))-nx.


